In this paper we investigate the concept of simple termination. A term rewriting system is called simply terminating if its termination can be proved by means of a simpli cation order. The basic ingredient of a simpli cation order is the subterm property, but in the literature two di erent de nitions are given: one based on (strict) partial orders and another one based on preorders (or quasi-orders). In the rst part of the paper we argue that there is no reason to choose the second one, while the rst one has certain advantages.
Introduction
One of the main problems in the theory of term rewriting is the detection of termination: for a xed system of rewrite rules, determine whether there exist in nite reduction sequences or not. Huet and Lankford 8] showed that this problem is undecidable in general. However, there are several methods for proving termination that are successful for many special cases. A well-known method for proving termination is the recursive path order ( Dershowitz 2] ). The basic idea of such a path order is that, starting from a given order (the so-called precedence) on the operation symbols, in a recursive way a well-founded order on terms is de ned. If every reduction step in a term rewriting system corresponds to a decrease according to this order, one can conclude that the system is terminating. If the order is closed under contexts and substitutions then the decrease only has to be checked for the rewrite rules instead of all reduction steps. The bottleneck of this kind of method is how to prove that a relation de ned recursively on terms is indeed a well-founded order. Proving irre exivity and transitivity often turns out to be feasible, using some induction and case analysis. However, when stating an arbitrary recursive de nition of such an order, well-foundedness is very hard to prove directly. Fortunately, the powerful Tree Theorem of Kruskal implies that if the order satis es some simpli cation property, well-foundedness is obtained for free. An order satisfying this property is called a simpli cation order. This notion of simpli cation comprises two ingredients: a term decreases by removing parts of it, and a term decreases by replacing an operation symbol with a smaller (according to the precedence) one. If the signature is in nite, both of these ingredients are essential for the applicability of Kruskal's Tree Theorem. It is amazing, however, that in the term rewriting literature the notion of simpli cation order is motivated by the applicability of Kruskal's Tree Theorem but only covers the rst ingredient. For in nite signatures one easily de nes non-well-founded orders that are simplication orders according to that de nition. Therefore, the usual de nition of simpli cation order is only helpful for proving termination of systems overnite signatures. Nevertheless, it is well-known that simpli cation orders like the recursive path order are also well-founded on terms over in nite signatures (provided the precedence on the signature is well-founded).
In this paper we propose a de nition of a simpli cation order that matches exactly the requirements of Kruskal's Tree Theorem, since that is the basic motivation for the notion of simpli cation order. According to this new de nition all simpli cation orders are well-founded, both over nite and in nite signatures. For nite signatures the new and the old notion of simpli cation order coincide. A term rewriting system is called simply terminating if there is a simpli cation order that orients the rewrite rules from left to right. It is immediate from the de nition that every recursive path order over a well-founded precedence can be extended to a simpli cation order, and hence it is well-founded. Even if one is only interested in nite term rewriting systems this is of interest: semantic labelling ( 15] ) often succeeds in proving termination of a nite but \di cult" (non-simply terminating) system by transforming it into an in nite system over an in nite signature to which the recursive path order readily applies.
In the literature simpli cation orders are sometimes based on preorders (or quasi-orders) instead of (strict) partial orders. A main result of this paper is that there are no compelling reasons for doing so. We prove (constructively) that every term rewriting system that can be shown to be terminating by means of a simpli cation order based on preorders, can be shown to terminating by means of a simpli cation order (based on partial orders). Since basing the notion of simpli cation order on preorders is more susceptible to mistakes and results in stronger proof obligations, simpli cation orders should be based on partial orders. (As explained in Section 3 these remarks already apply to nite signatures.) As a consequence, we prefer the partial order variant of well-quasi-orders, the so-called partial well-orders, in case of in nite signatures. By choosing partial well-orders instead of well-quasi-orders a great part of the theory is not a ected, but another part becomes cleaner. For instance, in Section 5 we prove a useful result stating that a term rewriting system is simply terminating if and only if the union of the system and a particular system that captures simpli cation is terminating. Based on well-quasi-orders a similar result does not hold.
A useful notion of termination for term rewriting systems is total termination (see 6, 14] ). For nite signature one easily shows that total termination implies simple termination. In Section 6 we show that for in nite signatures this does not hold any more: we construct an in nite term rewriting system whose terminating can be proved by a polynomial interpretation, but which is not simply terminating.
Termination
In order to x our notations and terminology, we start with a very brief introduction to term rewriting. Term rewriting is surveyed in Dershowitz and Jouannaud 4] and Klop 9] .
A signature is a set F of function symbols. Associated with every f 2 F is a natural number denoting its arity. Function symbols of arity 0 are called constants. Let T (F; V) be the set of all terms built from F and a countably in nite set V of variables, disjoint from F. 
Simple Termination | Finite Signatures
Throughout this section we are dealing with nite signatures only. Since we are only interested in signatures consisting of function symbols with xed arity, we have no need for the deletion property (cf. 2]). Dershowitz 1, 2] showed that every simply terminating TRS is terminating. The proof is based on the beautiful Tree Theorem of Kruskal 10 is terminating.
In the term rewriting literature the notion of simpli cation order is sometimes based on preorders instead of partial orders. Dershowitz 2] obtained the following result. Theorem 3.6. Let (F; R) be a TRS. Let % be a preorder on T (F; V) which is closed under contexts and has the subterm property. If l r for every rewrite rule l ! r 2 R and substitution then (F; R) is terminating.
A preorder that is closed under contexts and has the subterm property is sometimes called a quasi-simpli cation order. Observe that we require l r for all substitutions in Theorem 3.6. It should be stressed that this requirement cannot be weakened to the compatibility of (F; R) and (i.e., l r for all rules l ! r 2 R) if we additionally require that % is closed under substitutions, as is incorrectly done in Dershowitz and Jouannaud 4]. For instance, the relation ! R associated with the TRS
! x is a rewrite relation with the subterm property (because R contains Emb (ff; gg)). Moreover, l ! R r but not r ! R l, for every rewrite rule l ! r 2 R. So R is included in the strict part of ! R . Nevertheless, R is not terminating:
The point is that the strict part of ! R is not closed under substitutions. Hence to conclude termination from compatibility with % it is essential that both and % are closed under substitutions. Dershowitz 2] writes that Theorem 3.6 generalizes Theorem 3.4. We have the following result. Theorem 3.7. A TRS (F; R) is simply terminating if and only if there exists a preorder % on T (F; V) that is closed under contexts, has the subterm property, and satis es l r for every rewrite rule l ! r 2 R and substitution .
The proof is given in Section 5, where the above theorem is generalized to TRSs over arbitrary, not necessarily nite, signatures.
So every TRS whose termination can be shown by means of Theorem 3.6 is simply terminating, i.e., its termination can be shown by a simpli cation order.
Since it is easier to check l r for nitely many rewrite rules l ! r than l % r but not r % l for nitely many rewrite rules l ! r and in nitely many substitutions , there is no reason to base the de nition of simpli cation order on preorders. In the next section we will see that the results of the previous section can be recovered by suitably extending the TRS Emb (F). Using the terminology of PWOs, Theorem 3.3 can now be read as follows: if F is a nite signature then B emb is a PWO on T (F).
Partial Well-Orders
By de nition every PWO is a well-founded order, but the reverse does not hold. For instance, the empty relation on an in nite set is a well-founded order but not a PWO. Clearly every total well-founded order (or well-order) is a PWO. Any partial order extending a PWO is a PWO. The following lemma states how new PWOs can be obtained by restricting existing PWOs. The above de nition is equivalent to all other de nitions of WQO found in the literature. Kruskal's Tree Theorem is usually presented in terms of WQOs. This is not more powerful than the PWO version: notwithstanding the fact that the strict part of a WQO is not necessarily a PWO, it is very easy to show that the WQO version of Kruskal's Tree Theorem is a corollary of Theorem 4.7, and vice-versa.
Let be a PWO on a signature F. A natural question is whether we can restrict emb while retaining the property of being a PWO on T (F). In particular, do we really need all rewrite rules in Emb(F; )? In case there is a uniform bound on the arities of the function symbols in F, we can greatly reduce the set Emb (F; ). That is, suppose there exists an N > 0 such that all function symbols in F have arity less than or equal to N. Now we can apply Lemma 4.5: choose ' to be the function that assigns to every function symbol its arity and take A to be the empty relation on f1; : : : ; Ng. Hence the partial order 0 on F de ned by f 0 g if and only if f and g have the same arity and f g is a PWO.
The corresponding set Emb(F; 0 ) consists, besides all rewrite rules of the form f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) ! x i , of all rewrite rules f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) ! g(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) with f and g n-ary function symbols such that f g. This construction does not work if the arities of function symbols in F are not uniformly bounded. Consider for instance a signature F consisting of a constant a and n-ary function symbols f n for every n > 1 (and let be any PWO on F). 
Simple Termination | In nite Signatures
Kurihara and Ohuchi 11] were the rst to use the terminology simple termination. They call a TRS (F; R) simply terminating if it is compatible with a simpli cation order on T (F; V). Since compatibility with a simpli cation order doesn't ensure the termination of TRSs over in nite signatures, see the example at the beginning of the previous section, this de nition of simple termination is clearly not the right one. Ohlebusch 12] and others call a TRS (F; R) simply terminating if it is compatible with a well-founded simpli cation order on T (F; V). This is a very arti cial way to ensure that every simply terminating is terminating, more precisely, termination of simply terminating TRSs has nothing to do with Kruskal's Tree Theorem; simply terminating TRSs are terminating by de nition. We propose instead to bring the de nition of simple termination in accordance with (the general version of) Kruskal's Tree Theorem.
Definition 5.1. A simpli cation order is a rewrite order on T (F; V) that contains emb for some PWO on F. A TRS (F; R) is simply terminating if it is compatible with a simpli cation order on T (F; V).
Because the empty relation is a PWO on any nite set, this de nition coincides with the one in Section 3 in case of nite signatures. Theorem 5.2. Every simply terminating TRS is terminating.
Proof. Let (F; R) be compatible with a simpli cation order A on T (F; V). Let be any PWO such that emb is included in A. Theorem 4.7 shows that the restriction of emb to ground terms is a PWO. Hence the extension A of emb is well-founded on ground terms. Therefore (F; R) is terminating.
The following result extends the very useful Lemma 3.5 to arbitrary TRSs. It should be stressed that there is no equivalent to the above lemma if we base the de nition of simpli cation order on WQOs. This is one of the reasons why we favor PWOs.
In the remainder of this section we generalize Theorem 3.7 (and hence Theorem 3.6) to arbitrary TRSs. Our proof is based on the elegant proof sketch of Theorem 3.6 given by Plaisted 13] . Observe that we denote the strict part of % mul by mul in order to avoid confusion with the multiset extension mul of the strict part of %, which is a smaller relation.
The above de nition of multiset extension of a preorder can be shown to be equivalent to the more operational ones in Dershowitz 3] and Gallier 7] , but since we de ne the multiset extension of a preorder in terms of the well-known multiset extension of a partial order, we get all desired properties basically for free. In particular, using the fact that multiset extension preserves well-founded partial orders, it is very easy to show that the multiset extension of a wellfounded preorder is well-founded. Proof. We show that s t 0 for all t 0 2 S(t). This implies fsg mul S(t) and hence also S(s) mul S(t). If t 0 = t then s t 0 by assumption. Otherwise t 0 is a proper subterm of t and hence t % t 0 by the subterm property. Combining this with s t yields s t 0 .
Lemma 5.7. Let % be a preorder on T (F; V) which is closed under contexts. Suppose s % t and let C be an arbitrary context. By assumption s % t. Closure under contexts yields s 0 % t 0 . We conclude that S 1 % mul S 2 .
If S(s) mul S(t) then S(C s]) mul S(C t]).
After these two preliminary results we are ready for the generalization of Theorem 3.7 to arbitrary TRSs. Theorem 5.8 . A TRS (F; R) is simply terminating if and only if there exists a preorder % on T (F; V) that is closed under contexts, contains the relation A emb for some PWO A on F, and satis es l r for every rewrite rule l ! r 2 R and substitution .
Proof. The \only if" direction is obvious since the re exive closure < of the simpli cation order used to prove simple termination is a preorder with the desired properties. For the \if" direction it su ces to show that (F; R Emb (F; A)) is a terminating TRS, according to Theorem 5.3 First we show that either S(s) mul S(t) or S(s) mul S(t) and F(s) A mul F(t) whenever s ! t is a reduction step in the TRS (F; R Emb (F; A)). So let s = C l ] and t = C r ] with l ! r 2 R Emb(F; A). We distinguish three cases.
If l ! r 2 R then l r by assumption and S(l ) mul S(r ) according
to Lemma 5.6 . The rst part of Lemma 5.7 yields S(s) mul S(t).
the carrier set of A. If the carrier set of A is the set of natural numbers and is the standard order then the TRS is called !-terminating. If in addition the operation f A is a polynomial for every f 2 F, the TRS is called polynomially terminating.
Total termination has been extensively studied in 6]. Clearly every polynomially terminating TRS is !-terminating and every !-terminating is totally terminating. For both assertions the converse does not hold, as can be shown by the counterexamples R 1 = ff(g(h(x))) ! g(f(h(g(x))))g and R 2 = ff(g(x)) ! g(f(f(x)))g respectively. An easy observation ( 14] ) shows that every totally terminating TRS over a nite signature is simply terminating. Again the converse does not hold as is shown by the well-known example R 3 = ff(a) ! f(b); g(b) ! g(a)g.
Somewhat surprisingly, for in nite signatures total termination does not imply simple termination any more: we prove that the non-simply terminating TRS (F; R 4 ) is even polynomially terminating. Here F is the signature ff i ; g i j i 2 Ng and R 4 consists of all rewrite rules f i (g j (x)) ! f j (g j (x)) where i; j 2 N with i < j. First we prove that (F; R 4 ) is not simply terminating. Let be any PWO on F. Consider the in nite sequence (f i ) i>1 . Since every in nite sequence is good, we have f j f i for some i < j. Hence Emb (F; ) contains the rewrite rule f j (x) ! f i (x), yielding the in nite reduction sequence f i (g j (x)) ! f j (g j (x)) ! f i (g j (x)) ! in the TRS (F; R 4 Emb (F; )). Lemma 5.3 shows that (F; R 4 ) is not simply terminating.
For proving polynomial termination of (F; R 4 ), interpret the function symbols as the following polynomials over N: respectively. Uwe Waldmann (personal communication) was the rst to prove total termination of a non-simply terminating system similar to R 4 , using a much more complicated total well-founded order.
The class of simply terminating TRSs is properly included in the class of all TRSs that are compatible with a well-founded rewrite order having the subterm property. Nevertheless, it's quite big. For instance, it includes all TRSs whose termination can be shown by means of the recursive path order (Dershowitz 2]) and its variants. This can be seen as follows. It is known that rpo is a rewrite order on T (F; V) with the subterm property (cf. 2]). It is not di cult to show that rpo extends emb , for any precedence on the signature F. Hence rpo is a simpli cation order whenever the precedence is a PWO. In particular, if the signature is nite then every rpo is a simpli cation order. If is a well-founded precedence on an arbitrary signature then rpo is included in a simpli cation order (and hence well-founded). This follows from the incrementality of the recursive path order (i.e., if A then rpo A rpo ) and the well-known fact that every well-founded partial order can be extended to a total well-founded partial order. Hence every TRS (F; R) that is compatible with rpo for some well-founded precedence on F is simply terminating.
